
 

 

 

Heartbreaker NPS 

A newly developed guitar electronics system for Stratocaster and Telecaster type guitars. Heartbreaker 

NPS gives you more tonal flexibility and solves certain issues of conventional guitar electronics. 

Stratocaster knobs 

 Volume: Control the output volume of your guitar. This knob has a soft torque so you can 

easily create volume swells during playing. 

 Tone: Make the tone of your entire guitar sound darker by turning counter clockwise. This 

knob has a special taper that allows a subtle change to be made in the beginning, with a drastic 

change near the end of the knobs range.  

 Blend: Blend the neck pickup in with any other pickup selected by turning counter clockwise. 

This means you can create pickup combinations not possible before like combining the neck 

pickup with the bridge pickup or having all pickups selected simultaneously. 

Telecaster knobs 

 Volume: Control the output volume of your guitar. 

 Tone: Make the tone of your entire guitar sound darker by turning counter clockwise. This 

knob has a special taper that allows a subtle change to be made in the beginning, with a drastic 

change near the end of the knobs range. 

Modes 

The blend knob on the Stratocaster (or the tone knob on the Telecaster) is switchable by pushing it. 

Certain things change in the guitar electronics depending on the position of the switch: 

Down position 

 Fast volume knob taper allows you to easily turn an overdriven sound into a clean sound. 

 Bright capacitor ideally tuned for overdriven sounds. The guitar doesn’t get dull when you turn 

down the volume thanks to the bright capacitor. 

 250Kohm pots simulation gives you the standard loading of Stratocaster and Telecaster 

guitars. 

Up position 

 Slow volume knob taper allows you to gradually turn down the volume. 

 Bright capacitor ideally tuned for clean sounds. The guitar doesn’t get dull when you turn down 

the volume thanks to the bright capacitor. 

 500kohm pots simulation makes the guitar sound brighter, which can be handy to make your 

solo’s cut through the mix or give your clean sound more sparkle. 

Extra trick: by turning your volume down a little in the down position you get a volume boost when you 

switch to the up position. 


